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We study the problem of information masking through nonzero linear operators that distribute
information encoded in single qubits to the correlations between two qubits. It is shown that a
nonzero linear operator can not mask any nonzero measure set of qubit states. We prove that the
maximal maskable set of states on the Bloch sphere with respect to any masker is the ones on
a spherical circle. Any states on a spherical circle on the Bloch sphere are maskable, which also
proves the conjecture on maskable qubit states given in [Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 230501 (2018)].
Moreover, we provide explicitly operational unitary maskers for all maskable sets. As applications,
new protocols for secret sharing are introduced.
PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 03.65.Ud, 03.65.Yz

Introduction. Due to the properties of linearity (unitarity) of the evolution of a closed quantum system in
quantum mechanics, it is well known that there are several no-go theorems such as the no-cloning theorem [1–3],
the no broadcasting theorem and the no-deleting theorem
[4–7]. Recently, Kavan Modi et. al. [8] considered the
problem of quantum information masking based on unitary operators, and obtained the so-called no-masking
theorem: it is impossible to mask all arbitrary qubit
states by the same unitary operator. Diﬀerent from the
decoherence of open systems due to interactions between
the system and the environment [9–12], the quantum
masking means that the information in subsystems are
transferred into the correlations of bipartite systems by
unitary operations, such that the ﬁnal reduced states of
any subsystems are identical. Namely, the subsystems
themselves contain no longer the initial information. Nomasking theorem is also diﬀerent from other no-go theorems such that non-orthogonal states cannot be perfectly
cloned or deleted. In fact, there are many sets containing
inﬁnitely many nonorthogonal quantum states which can
be masked [8].
No-go theories are of great signiﬁcance in information
processing like key distribution [13] and quantum teleportation [14, 15], which also results in studies on such
as deterministic or probabilistic cloning [16–18], deleting
and puriﬁcation [19–21]. Hiding information of subsystems into the quantum correlation of composite quantum systems has potential applications in secret sharing
[22, 23] and quantum cryptography [24]. Besides some
interesting results about the structure of the maskable
states, a conjecture has been proposed in [8]: the maskable states corresponding to any masker belong to belong
to some spherical circle on the Bloch sphere.
In this letter, we systematically investigate the mask-
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ing problem of qubit systems. By showing several theorems we give a complete characterization of the maskable sets, which also proves the conjecture raised in [8].
We conclude that the maximal maskable set of states on
the Bloch sphere are the ones on a spherical circle. All
the states on an arbitrary spherical circle on the Bloch
sphere are maskable. For each maskable set, we construct
an operational masker by giving an explicit unitary operator. In addition, our results also apply to pseudoHermitian PT -symmetric quantum mechanical systems
[25–28], where the evolution of a system could be not
unitarian.
Linear operator and measure of qubit states. Let
HX denote the two dimensional Hilbert space associated
with the system X. We say that a linear operator U
masks the quantum information contained in the set of
qubit states, {|as ⟩A ∈ Ω ⊆ HA }, if it maps |as ⟩A to
{|Ψs ⟩AB ∈ HA ⊗ HB } such that all the marginal states
of |Ψs ⟩AB are identical: ρA = TrB (|Ψs ⟩AB ⟨Ψs |) and
ρB = TrA (|Ψs ⟩AB ⟨Ψs |) for all s. Namely, the reduced
states ρA and ρB contain no information about the value
of s. Ω is said to be the maskable set corresponding to
the masker U.
An arbitrary pure qubit state |p⟩ can be written as
|p⟩ = cos x2 |0⟩ + eiy sin x2 |1⟩ ≡ |(x, y)⟩, where x ∈ [0, π]
and y ∈ [0, 2π). From the domain of the parameters x
and y, we can deﬁne an “area” measure for a set of qubit
states. The total area of all the qubit states is π × 2π =
2π 2 , i.e., area measure of the point set [0, π] × [0, 2π] in
the two dimensional plane. Let U be a linear operator.
For |p0 ⟩, |p⟩ ∈ HA and |Φ0 ⟩, |Φ⟩ ∈ HA ⊗ HB such that
U : |p0 ⟩ → |Φ0 ⟩ and |p⟩ → |Φ⟩, we denote
ΩU (|p0 ⟩) = {|p⟩ : TrA |Φ⟩⟨Φ| = TrA |Φ0 ⟩⟨Φ0 |,
and TrB |Φ⟩⟨Φ| = TrB |Φ0 ⟩⟨Φ0 |}.

(1)

We say the set ΩU (|(p0 )⟩) is the largest collections of
the maskable states with respect to |p0 ⟩ and the linear
operator U, that is, the set ΩU (|p0 ⟩) is the maskable set
with respect to |p0 ⟩ and the linear operator U.
For |p0 ⟩ = |(x0 , y0 )⟩, the set ΩU (|(x0 , y0 )⟩) can be regarded as a subset of [0, π] × [0, 2π) ⊆ R2 . We denote

2
U ((x0 , y0 ), δ) = {|(x, y)⟩ : (x − x0 )2 + (y − y0 )2 < δ},
(x0 , y0 ) ∈ (0, π) × (0, 2π), all the qubit states corresponding to points in the neighborhood of (x0 , y0 ). We will
show that the area measure of the set of all maskable
states is zero.
Without loss of generality, suppose the linear operator
U acts on the base |0⟩, |1⟩ as follows,
|0⟩ → a0 |00⟩ + a1 |01⟩ + c0 |10⟩ + c1 |11⟩ = |Ψ0 ⟩,
|1⟩ → b0 |00⟩ + b1 |01⟩ + d0 |10⟩ + d1 |11⟩ = |Ψ1 ⟩, (2)
where a0 , a1 , b0 , b1 , c0 , c1 , d0 , d1 ∈ C. For convenience,
we denote |µ0 ⟩ = a0 |0⟩ + a1 |1⟩, |µ1 ⟩ = c0 |0⟩ + c1 |1⟩,
|ν0 ⟩ = b0 |0⟩ + b1 |1⟩ and |ν1 ⟩ = d0 |0⟩ + d1 |1⟩. Then the
map of U can be rewritten as: |0⟩ → |0⟩ ⊗ |µ0 ⟩ + |1⟩ ⊗
|µ1 ⟩ = |Ψ0 ⟩, |1⟩ → |0⟩ ⊗ |ν0 ⟩ + |1⟩ ⊗ |ν1 ⟩ = |Ψ1 ⟩. For
an arbitrary qubit state, |(x, y)⟩ = cos x2 |0⟩ + eiy sin x2 |1⟩
we have, |Ψ⟩ = U|(x, y)⟩ = cos x2 |Ψ0 ⟩ + eiy sin x2 |Ψ1 ⟩. The
reduced density matrix ρA = TrB |Ψ⟩⟨Ψ| is given by
ρA = f00 (x, y)|0⟩⟨0| + f01 (x, y)|0⟩⟨1|
+f10 (x, y)|1⟩⟨0| + f11 (x, y)|1⟩⟨1|,
where
f00 (x, y) = cos2 x2 ⟨µ0 |µ0 ⟩ + sin2 x2 ⟨ν0 |ν0 ⟩
+ℜ(sin xe−iy ⟨ν0 |µ0 ⟩),
f11 (x, y) = cos2 x2 ⟨µ1 |µ1 ⟩ + sin2 x2 ⟨ν1 |ν1 ⟩
+ℜ(sin xe−iy ⟨ν1 |µ1 ⟩),
f01 (x, y) = cos2 x2 ⟨µ1 |µ0 ⟩ + sin2 x2 ⟨ν1 |ν0 ⟩
1
+ sin x(e−iy ⟨ν1 |µ0 ⟩ + eiy ⟨µ1 |ν0 ⟩),
2
f10 (x, y) = cos2 x2 ⟨µ0 |µ1 ⟩ + sin2 x2 ⟨ν0 |ν1 ⟩
1
+ sin x(e−iy ⟨ν0 |µ1 ⟩ + eiy ⟨µ0 |ν1 ⟩),
2

(3)

where ℜ(·) stands for the real part.
We ﬁrst give the following theorem, see proof in section
I of Supplementary Material:
Theorem 1. For an arbitrary qubit state |(x0 , y0 )⟩,
(x0 , y0 ) ∈ (0, π) × (0, 2π), and arbitrary δ > 0, one has
ΩU (|(x0 , y0 )⟩) + U ((x0 , y0 ), δ), i.e., the neighborhood
states U ((x0 , y0 ), δ) can not be masked by any (non-zero)
linear operator U.
In quantum mechanics, the evolution of a closed system is described by unitary operators. In [8] it has been
shown that no unitary masker U can mask all the qubit
states. Here, from our Theorem 1, we can conclude that
Corollary 1. No linear masker U can mask all the qubit
states.
In [25], generalizing the conventional Hermitian quantum mechanics, Bender and his colleagues established
the PT (parity-time)-symmetric quantum mechanics. In
such pseudo-Hermitian quantum mechanical systems, the
Hamiltonians are no longer necessarily Hermitian, but
may still have real eigenvalues [26–28]. Moreover, the

evolution of such systems is no longer unitary in general. Recently, despite the original motivation to build a
new framework of quantum theory, researchers are also
aware of the importance of simulating the PT -symmetric
systems with conventional quantum mechanics [29]. Our
Corollary 1 shows that even (non-unitary) linear operators cannot mask qubit states, namely, it is impossible
to mask all the qubit states in PT -symmetric quantum
mechanical systems as long as the evolution is linear.
Furthermore, that the fkl (x, y) in (3) are constants
implies that both the real part ℜ(fkl (x, y)) and the
imaginary ℑ(fkl (x, y)) of fkl (x, y) are constant functions.
With respect to kl = {00, 01, 10, 11}, it means that
fkl (x, y) = ckl for some complex constants ckl . Denote χ
either the real part ℜ or the imaginary part ℑ. We have
the following general form for some complex constants
rkl ,
χ(pkl cos x + qkl sin x cos y + hkl sin x sin y + rkl ) = 0, (4)
where the coeﬃcients pkl , qkl , hkl and rkl are determined by (3). For example, from f01 (x, y) = c01 , we
1 |ν0 ⟩
1 |ν0 ⟩
have p01 = ⟨µ1 |µ0 ⟩−⟨ν
, q01 = ⟨ν1 |µ0 ⟩+⟨µ
, h01 =
2
2
(⟨µ1 |ν0 ⟩−⟨ν1 |µ0 ⟩)i
⟨µ1 |µ0 ⟩+⟨ν1 |ν0 ⟩
, and r01 = (
− c01 ). Set
2
2
cos x = Z, sin x cos y = X and sin x sin y = Y . One
has X 2 + Y 2 + Z 2 = 1. (X, Y, Z) is the point on the
unit sphere, which just corresponds to the pure state
|(x, y)⟩ = cos x2 |0⟩ + eiy sin x2 |1⟩ on the Bloch sphere.
By Theorem 1, pkl , qkl , hkl and rkl cannot all be zero
(otherwise one can deduce that U ((x0 , y0 ), δ) can be
masked). Hence (4) can be viewed as some local plane
equations, χ(pkl Z + qkl X + hkl Y + rkl ) = 0, and represents some spherical circles formed by the intersections
of some planes and the Bloch sphere. Unless these spherical circles are in the same plane or essentially the same,
their solutions are usually two points or empty set. That
is to say, the maskable set corresponding to any masker
at maximum is a spherical circle on the Bloch sphere.
Hence, we just need to consider the following conditional
function of the maskable set:
f (x, y) = p cos x + q sin x cos y + h sin x sin y,

(5)

where p, q, h are real coeﬃcients. The solution of equations like f (x, y) + r = 0, with real r, at maximum is
a curve, as p, q, h, r cannot be all zero. Therefore the
area measure of the solutions is zero. We have the following theorem, see proof in section II of Supplementary
Material.
Theorem 2. No nonzero linear operator can mask a
set of qubit states with nonzero Lebesgue measure (Haar
measure of the additive group over R2 ).
Maskable sets and unitary maskers. In the following we
present a complete depiction of maskable sets of qubit
states. As a byproduct we answer the disk conjecture
proposed by Kavan Modi et al in [8]: all the maskable
states corresponding to any unitary masker belong to
some state points in a disk. We show that this conjecture
is true.

3
√(5) can be converted to f (x, y) = p cos x −
q 2 + h2 sin x cos(y − θ), which is also equivalent to
~α
θ (x, y) = cos α cos x − sin α sin x cos(y − θ),
where α ∈ [0, π), θ ∈ [0, 2π), cot α = √
sin θ =

√ −h
q 2 +h2

cos θ =
1

if q 2 + h2 ̸= 0. If q + h2 = 0,

Z

√ −q
,
q 2 +h2

p
,
q 2 +h2
2

(6)

α = 0. On the other hand, the states on an arbitrary
spherical circle on the Bloch sphere can be expressed as:

0
−1
−1
−0.5
−0.5

α
Dθα (|(x0 , y0 )⟩) = {|(x, y)⟩ : ~α
θ (x, y) = ~θ (x0 , y0 )}. (7)
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which corresponds to a circle passing through the point
(x0 , y0 ) on the Bloch sphere, see an intuitive description
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

X

1

FIG. 2: Maskable sets passing through point (x0 , y0 ) which
are all vertical to the X-Y plane, where x0 = π6 and y0 = π4 .
π/2
The black line is for Dπ/4 (|(x0 , y0 )⟩). Counterclockwise in
π/2

turn is Dπ/4+kπ/8 (|(x0 , y0 )⟩), k = 1, 2, ..., 8.
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FIG. 1: Typical maskable sets passing through point (x0 , y0 )
(associated with the state |(x0 , y0 )⟩), where x0 = π3 , y0 = π4 .
Black line is for D00 (|(x0 , y0 )⟩), which parallels to the X-Y
π/2
plane. Red line is for D0 (|(x0 , y0 )⟩), which is vertical to
π/4
the X-Y plane. The blue line is for Dπ/4 (|(x0 , y0 )⟩), which is
oblige to the X-Y plane.

In the following, we construct an isometry operator
to mask the spherical circle sets of states. We deﬁne a
masker Sθα such that
Sθα |0⟩|b⟩ = |0⟩|u0 ⟩ + |1⟩|u1 ⟩, Sθα |1⟩|b⟩ = |0⟩|v0 ⟩ + |1⟩|v1 ⟩,
where
√

2
α
α
(cos e(θ+π/4)i |0⟩ + cos e(θ+π/4)i |1⟩),
2
2
√2
2
α (θ−π/4)i
α (θ−π/4)i
|u1 ⟩ =
(sin e
|0⟩ − sin e
|1⟩),
2√
2
2
(8)
2
α
α
(sin eπi/4 |0⟩ + sin eπi/4 |1⟩),
|v0 ⟩ = −
2
2
√2
2
α −πi/4
α −πi/4
|v1 ⟩ =
(cos e
|0⟩ − cos e
|1⟩).
2
2
2
|u0 ⟩ =

It is easily veriﬁed that Sθα is an isometry masker which
can be always realized by a unitary operator on two-qubit
space. We now prove that the states Dθα (|(x0 , y0 )⟩) can

always be masked by Sθα . That is to say, the states in the
set Dθα (|(x0 , y0 )⟩) will be mapped to states in HA ⊗HB by
Sθα , such that all their reduced states are identical. The
maximal maskable sets of states are the ones on spherical
circles on the Bloch sphere.
Theorem 3. All the states Dθα (|(x0 , y0 )⟩) associated
with an arbitrary spherical circle passing through the
point (x0 , y0 ) on the Bloch sphere can be masked by Sθα .
Proof. All the qubit states |(x, y)⟩ ∈ Dθα (|(x0 , y0 )⟩)
α
satisfy the condition (7), ~α
θ (x, y) = ~θ (x0 , y0 ). Denote
α
|Ψ⟩ = Sθ |(x, y)⟩. The reduced density matrices ρA,B =
TrB,A |Ψ⟩⟨Ψ| are given by
1
1 α
ρA = ( 12 + 12 ~α
θ (x, y))|0⟩⟨0| + ( 2 − 2 ~θ (x, y))|1⟩⟨1|,

ρB = 12 |0⟩⟨0| + 21 |1⟩⟨1| + 21 ~α
θ (x, y)(|0⟩⟨1| + |1⟩⟨0|).
According to the condition that ~α
θ (x, y) is constant,
we get that ρA and ρB are ﬁxed matrices. Hence,
ΩSθα (|(x0 , y0 )⟩) ⊇ Dθα (|(x0 , y0 )⟩). Namely, arbitrary
states on a spherical circle on the Bloch sphere can be
masked. 
Since any three points lie on same sperical circle of the
Bloch sphere, we have the following conclusion.
Corollary 2. Any three diﬀerent qubit states can be
masked by the same masker.
Remark We have shown that all the states on an arbitrary spherical circle passing through the point (x0 , y0 )
on the Bloch sphere can be masked by the same masker
π/2
Sθα . For instance, D00 (|(x0 , y0 )⟩) and Dθ (|(x0 , y0 )⟩)
are maskable states in circles on the Bloch sphere that
are parallel and vertical to the X-Y plane, respectively.
These maskable states Dθα (|(x0 , y0 )⟩) are uncountably inﬁnitely many. Our masker Sθα for qubit case works for
arbitrary states. Such masker is not necessarily unique
for speciﬁc maskable sets. For example, D00 (|(x0 , y0 )⟩)
can be masked by either S00 or S ♯ given in [8]. Neverthe-
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less, here besides just a proof of the existence of masker,
we also present a uniform constructive and operational
way of masking, which can be practically used in quantum information processing such as secret sharing and
quantum cryptography.
Applications of the maskers Sθα . The maskable sets
can be used for no qubit commitment [8] and quantum
secret sharing [30–32] etc.. Here we introduce an application to protocols for unlocking secret information
under the cooperation of certain observables. Alice encodes the message (x0 , y0 ) into the state |(x0 , y0 )⟩. By
applying a set of maskers, Sθαkk , k = 1, ..., N , she gets
a set of qubit pairs A and B in states |Ψk ⟩AB . Alice keeps the qubits As, and send the qubits Bs to
{Bob1 , Bob2 , ..., BobN }, respectively. The Bobs can only
obtain information about the reduced states, and cannot decode the information by local quantum operations
without classical communication, even if Alice informed
them of the maskers Sθαkk . Bobk only knows that the message must be one of the (x, y) in the set of maskable states
αk
k
Dθαkk (|(x0 , y0 )⟩) = {|(x, y)⟩ : ~α
θk (x, y) = ~θk (x0 , y0 )},
namely, one of the points on the spherical circle with
respect to the masker Sθαkk . However, if some Bobs cooperate together, they generally can obtain the encoded
message (x0 , y0 ).
For example, if Alice uses maskers S0αk , αk = kπ/n,
k = 1, 2, ..., n − 1, n ≥ 3, then any two Bobs cooperate together, they can obtain the encoded message (0, 0),
since two diﬀerent spherical circles have only one unique
intersecting point (0, 0), see Fig. 3.
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If Alice uses maskers Sθαkk , θk , αk = kπ/n, k =
1, 2, ..., n − 1, n ≥ 4, then any three Bobs cooperating together can obtain the message (x0 , y0 ), since in
this case, any three spherical circles (their respective
planes) are not parallel to the same straight line, they
have only one unique intersecting point (x0 , y0 ), see Fig.
1, although any two spherical circles have two intersecting points. For instance, Alice may use the masker S00 ,
π/2
π/2
S0 and Sπ/2 to mask the qubit state |(x0 , y0 )⟩. From
(7), what Bob1 , Bob2 and Bob3 know are some (x, y)
satisfying cos x = cos x0 , sin x cos y = sin x0 cos y0 and
sin x sin y = sin x0 sin y0 , respectively. Hence, they can
decode the message by classical communications. Nevπ/2
ertheless, if Alice uses maskers Sθk , θk ∈ [0, 2π), then
the message (x0 , y0 ) can never be decoded, despite of the
number of Bobs cooperating together, since in this case
all spherical circles have the same two intersecting points,
see Fig. 2. As the maskers Sθα are inﬁnitely many, the
message may be distributed to arbitrary many receivers.
This protocol is diﬀerent from the one in which only one
masker is used to mask many states in the maskable set
for secret sharing.
Conclusion. In summary, we have presented a complete characterization of the problem of qubit masking.
We have shown that nonzero linear operators can not
mask nonzero measure set of qubit states. As in the proof
we used general linear operators instead of unitary operators, our conclusions also apply to pseudo-Hermitian
PT -symmetric quantum mechanical sys-tems for nonunitarian evolutions [25–28]. Hence, it is also impossible
to mask all the qubit states in PT -symmetric quantum
mechanics. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the
maximum maskable sets of states on the Bloch sphere are
on spherical circles, and the states on an arbitrary spherical circle are maskable. As a byproduct, we proved the
“disk conjecture” raised in [8]. Most of all, we have provided a uniﬁed form of operational maskers Sθα for each
maskable set, which may be of great use in practice in applications such as secret sharing, quantum cryptography
and future quantum communication protocols. Our results may also highlight further studies on masking hight
dimensional states.

Y

1 −1

FIG. 3: Maskable sets passing through point (0, 0), the
π/8
black line is for D0 (|(0, 0)⟩), counterclockwise in turn is
kπ/8
D0 (|(0, 0)⟩), k = 1, 2, ...7.
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I.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Suppose U can mask the neighborhood states
U ((x0 , y0 ), δ). Then for an arbitrary qubit state |(x, y)⟩ ∈
U ((x0 , y0 ), δ), the corresponding functions fkl (x, y) given
by (3) in the main text are constant functions on the set
U ((x0 , y0 ), δ). Namely, ℜ(fkl (x, y)) and ℑ(fkl (x, y)) are
also constant. Thus ∀(x, y) ∈ U ((x0 , y0 ), δ), the partial
derivatives with respect to x and y must be zero,
∂ℜ(f00 (x, y))
= 0,
∂y
∂ℜ(f01 (x, y))
= 0,
∂y

∂ℜ(f11 (x, y))
= 0,
∂y
∂ℑ(f01 (x, y))
= 0.
∂y

ℜ(sin xe

(S1)

⟨ν1 |µ0 ⟩/2 + sin xe ⟨µ1 |ν0 ⟩/2) =
iy

1
sin x((s + c) cos y + (d − t) sin y),
2
ℑ(sin xe−iy ⟨ν1 |µ0 ⟩/2 + sin xeiy ⟨µ1 |ν0 ⟩/2) =
1
sin x((d + t) cos y + (s − c) sin y).
2
01
By ∂ℜf
=
∂y
gets that

∂ℑf01
∂y

= 0 for all (x, y) ∈ U ((x0 , y0 ), δ), one

sin x(−(s + c) sin y + (d − t) cos y) ≡ 0,
sin x(−(d + t) sin y + (s − c) cos y) ≡ 0.

(S2)

Because sin x, sin y and cos y are not identically zero
∀(x, y) ∈ U ((x0 , y0 ), δ), we assert that c = d = s = t = 0.
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⟨ν0 |µ0 ⟩ = ⟨ν1 |µ1 ⟩ = ⟨ν1 |µ0 ⟩ = ⟨ν0 |µ1 ⟩ = 0.

(S3)

Substituting (S3) into (3) in the main text we have
∀(x, y) ∈ U ((x0 , y0 ), δ),

First consider f00 (x, y). Denote ⟨ν0 |µ0 ⟩ = a+ib, where
a and b are real numbers. Then ℜ(sin xe−iy ⟨ν0 |µ0 ⟩) =
00
sin x(a cos y + b sin y), and ∂ℜf
= sin x(a cos y −
∂y
b sin y) ≡ 0, ∀(x, y) ∈ U ((x0 , y0 ), δ), requires that a = 0
and b = 0. Hence we obtain ⟨ν0 |µ0 ⟩ = 0. In a similar
11
way, from ∂ℜf
= 0 we have ⟨ν1 |µ1 ⟩ = 0.
∂y
Now we consider the partial derivative of f01 (x, y). Denote ⟨ν1 |µ0 ⟩ = c + id and ⟨µ1 |ν0 ⟩ = s + it, where c, d, s, t
are all real numbers. Then
−iy

Otherwise, the solution of (S2) is at most a curve of
elementary function, and the area measure of all (x, y)
satisfying (S2) must be zero, which contradicts to the
maskable assumptions. Namely, we have ⟨ν1 |µ0 ⟩ = 0 and
⟨ν0 |µ1 ⟩ = 0.
Altogether, from (S1) one obtains

∂f00 (x, y)
1
1
= − ⟨µ0 |µ0 ⟩ sin x + ⟨ν0 |ν0 ⟩ sin x ≡ 0,
∂x
2
2
1
1
∂f11 (x, y)
= − ⟨µ1 |µ1 ⟩ sin x + ⟨ν1 |ν1 ⟩ sin x ≡ 0,
∂x
2
2
∂f01 (x, y)
1
1
= − ⟨µ1 |µ0 ⟩ sin x + ⟨ν1 |ν0 ⟩ sin x ≡ 0,
∂x
2
2
which give rise to
⟨µ1 |µ0 ⟩ = ⟨ν1 |ν0 ⟩, ⟨µi |µi ⟩ = ⟨νi |νi ⟩, i = 0, 1.

(S4)

Obviously, |µ0 ⟩ and |µ1 ⟩ can not be all zero. Assuming
|µ0 ⟩ ̸= 0, by (S4) one gets |ν0 ⟩ ̸= 0. Since ⟨ν0 |µ1 ⟩ =
⟨ν0 |µ0 ⟩ = 0, from (S3) on has |µ1 ⟩ = λ1 |µ0 ⟩. Similarly,
from ⟨ν0 |µ0 ⟩ = ⟨ν1 |µ0 ⟩ = 0, one obtains |ν1 ⟩ = λ2 |ν0 ⟩. At
last, we have λ1 = λ2 due to ⟨µ1 |µ0 ⟩ = ⟨ν1 |ν0 ⟩. Namely,
there exists λ such that |µ1 ⟩ = λ|µ0 ⟩ and |ν1 ⟩ = λ|ν0 ⟩.
Therefore, the linear operator U gives rise to the following
map, |0⟩ → (|0⟩ + λ|1⟩) ⊗ |µ0 ⟩, |1⟩ → (|0⟩ + λ|1⟩) ⊗ |ν0 ⟩.
The reduced density matrix ρB is then of the form,
x
x
ρB = (1 + |λ|2 )|(cos2 |µ0 ⟩⟨µ0 | + sin2 |ν0 ⟩⟨ν0 |
2
2
1
1
+ sin xe−iy |µ0 ⟩⟨ν0 | + sin xeiy |ν0 ⟩⟨µ0 |),
2
2
where |µ0 ⟩ = a0 |0⟩ + a1 |1⟩ and |ν0 ⟩ = b0 |0⟩ + b1 |1⟩. Repeating the same analysis as ρA , we can draw conclusions
parallel to (S3) and (S4). Since U is a nonzero linear operator, one may assume that a0 ̸= 0. Notice that a0 b∗0 = 0
and |a0 | = |b0 | cannot be true simultaneously. Therefore,
for any (x0 , y0 ) ∈ (0, π) × (0, 2π), and its neighborhood
U ((x0 , y0 ), δ), any nonzero linear operator U cannot mask
the neighborhood. 
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II.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Denote B = (0, π) × [0, 2π) ∪ {(0, 0), (π, 0)}. The following relations
{
|(x, y)⟩ = cos x2 |0⟩ + eiy sin x2 |1⟩, (x, y) ∈ (0, π) × [0, 2π);
|(0, 0)⟩ = |0⟩; |(π, 0)⟩ = |1⟩
give a bijection between the planar point set B and all
the states on the Bloch sphere. Denote Bn = [0 + n1 , π −
1
1
1
n ] × [0 + n , 2π − n ] which is a bounded closed set. Then
B1 ⊆ B2 ⊆ ... ⊆ Bn ⊆ ... ⊆ B and limn→+∞ M [C(Bn )] =
0, where M [·] is the Lebesgue measure, C(Bn ) = B\Bn
is the complementary set of Bn .
Now suppose there exists a maskable set A ⊂ B such
that M [A] > 0. Then, since

Bn ⊂ (0, π) × (0, 2π), ∀ δ > 0 and U ((x0 , y0 ), δ), it holds
that M [A ∩ U ((x0 , y0 ), δ)] = 0. Because
∪

U ((x0 , y0 ), δ) ⊇ Bn ,

(x0 ,y0 )∈Bn

which is an open cover of the bounded closed set Bn , by
the finite covering theorem, there exists finite subcover
N
∪

U ((xk , yk ), δ) ⊇ Bn

k=1

and M [A ∩ U ((xk , yk ), δ)] = 0, for k = 1, 2, ..., N . Therefore,

M [A] = M [A ∩ Bn ] + M [A ∩ C(Bn )],

∪N
M [A ∩ Bn ] ≤ M [A ∩ k=1 U ((xk , yk ), δ)]
∑N
≤ k=1 M [A ∩ U ((xk , yk ), δ)] = 0.

∃ n such that M [A ∩ Bn ] > 0.
By Theorem 1 and the previous results about the
maskable set (5) in the main text, the maskable set in
U ((x0 , y0 ), δ) at the maximum is a curve of elementary
function, with its area measure zero. Namely, ∀ (x0 , y0 ) ∈

This is a contradiction to M [A ∩ Bn ] > 0.
Hence the assumptions that the maskable sets A ⊂ B
and M [A] > 0 is wrong. That is to say, M [A] must be
zero. And any linear operator can not mask the nonzero
measure set of qubit states. 

